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Decrepit Before Your Time 
Are you tired of your beat up, aching body? Do you wish you could wake up feeling great? Then                   
the Rejuvenation Program is for you. This program is about restoring the body to its youthful                
suppleness and vigor. Now, of course, that’s not really possible. We can’t turn back the clock.                
The body goes through a normal degeneration process as it ages, represented by the white line                
on the following chart. We begin supple in our youth and then slowly degenerate toward               
decrepitude as we age. This is normal and there is nothing we can do to stop it. This chart                   
illustrates our natural decline from youthful to decrepit: 

 

 

“Most of us are decrepit before our time.” 

But most of us are far ahead of this natural decline. We are in fact prematurely decrepit. By                  
‘decrepit’ we mean suffering with aches, pains, stiffness, and weakness, and by ‘premature’ we              
mean that we have arrived at this situation long before it was a necessity of our age. We are in                    
fact more on the black line shown in the following chart: 
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Although we can’t turn back the clock, we can almost always reverse a significant amount of                
what is essentially premature aging in the tissues of the body. The Rejuvenation Program takes               
us from the black line to the white line, restoring us to our potential. It’s about getting the most                   
out of your body, no matter what your age. The Rejuvenation Program consists of reasonable               
exercise, diet, and sleep to rejuvenate the body from the black line to its potential on the white                  
line. 
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The Three Pillars of Health 
The way to rejuvenate the body is to flush the tissues of the body with healthy blood and give                   
them the rest they need to replenish themselves. This is accomplished through three things, the               
Three Pillars of Health: 

1. Exercise, 
2. Diet, and 
3. Sleep. 

Exercise fills the tissues of the body with blood, blood that is ideally healthy and filled with                 
nourishment, which is accomplished through diet, and sleep is when the actual replenishing of              
the tissues occurs. The Three Pillars of Health are what support the structure of Rejuvenation: 

 

Lack of exercise means that our tissues do not get enough blood flowing through them in order                 
to replenish themselves. Good exercise helps to flush the tissues, feeding them so they can               
replenish themselves. But if our diet is poor and thus our blood isn’t very nourishing, it doesn’t                 
matter how much we exercise because we’ll just be pumping useless blood into our tissues. In                
addition, since sleep is when the body replenishes itself, even if we’re exercising and eating               
well, if we aren’t sleeping, then we really can’t replenish at all. All Three Pillars of Health are                  
essential and support one another. 
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Principles of Rejuvenating Exercise 
Although exercise has many benefits, the key to rejuvenating the body with exercise is to flush                
the tissues of the body with blood. The following principles help us to do just that. 

1. Use It or Lose It, but Don’t Abuse It 

2. Daily Exercise: No Training 

3. Do the Three Fundamental Movements of the Human Body: Heaving, Jumping, Running 

4. Health Abhors Sudden Change 

5. Be Intentionally Slow 

6. Always Warm-Up, then Workout, and then Cool Down 

7. Flush the Tissues, but Never Fatigue the Tissues 

We will cover each of these principles in turn. 
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Use It or Lose It, but Don’t Abuse It 

Although we must use our bodies in order to keep them moving well, it is all too common for                   
people to overuse their bodies during exercise, abusing the body and causing just as many               
problems as are caused by lack of use. The Principle of the Organ (my own term) can help us                   
understand this tendency. 

All tissues in the body need a certain amount of work in order to stay healthy. But too much                   
stress causes them to break down. Take the gallbladder for example. It releases bile to help                
digest fats. Eating fat is like exercise for the gallbladder. Eat too little fat and it gets out of shape                    
so that when you do eat fat again it won’t be ready to do its job and will easily become                    
overstressed and diseased. Eat too much fat and it gets overworked and diseased. But eat a                
reasonable amount of fat and it does its job well, staying fit and healthy. The same is true of all                    
muscles, joints, tendons, etc in the body. They all do well with a reasonable amount of work,                 
and they all suffer when we do too much or too little. 

This chart shows how too little exercise makes us fragile and how too much exercise causes                
injury and fatigue, but how a reasonable amount of exercise can make us reasonable fit and                
healthy. 

 

The key is that if we reasonably work all the tissues in our bodies, then those tissues will                  
become healthy and stay healthy. We simply must work them, and avoid overworking them.  
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Daily Exercise: No Training 

In order to work but not overwork our tissues, the key is to do daily exercise. If we exercise                   
daily, then we will certainly work our tissues routinely, and since we have to do it day after day,                   
we won’t overwork ourselves at any one workout because we know we have to do it again the                  
very next day. 

Daily exercise is opposed to training, which is what an athlete does to push him- or herself to                  
the limit. To work that hard, one needs sufficient rest, which is why training three days per week,                  
as most athletes do, is essential: providing enough rest and allowing one to push oneself to the                 
limit when exercise is performed. But that much exercise and that much rest fling us back and                 
forth into too much exercise and too little exercise for us to rejuvenate the body.  

Definition of “Daily” Exercise 

Daily exercise means that we intend to work all the tissues of our bodies almost every day. But                  
we should not follow this as a legalistic rule. We listen to our bodies and take days of rest when                    
needed. I suggest aiming at a “daily” routine of exercise done five days a week with one                 
consistent day off (every Sunday, for example) and one floating day off (a random day of rest                 
each week taken when the body seems to need it). Rest days should not be passive days,                 
however. On rest days we should do a walk and gentle movements to keep the body alive. We                  
don’t work hard on rest days, but we still do some work. 
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Do the Three Fundamental Movements of the Human Body: Heaving, Jumping, Running 

There are really only three fundamental movements of the human body: 

1. Heaving, 
2. Jumping, and 
3. Running. 

By doing these three motions we can be sure to make full use of the body. 

Unfortunately, these three actions are violent, requiring explosive strength in order to perform             
them. All three can seriously hurt the body. What we can do instead is break these motions                 
down into their more gentle component parts. For example, jumping can be broken down into               
heel raises and bridges (both of these exercises are discussed later). These two gentle              
movements work the same tissues in a similar way that jumping does, but in a more gentle way.                  
In this way we still make use of the fundamental motions, but we significantly reduce the risk of                  
hurting ourselves. We can then slowly advance the gentle component exercises into the more              
advanced fundamental motions. Thus we can build athletic lives slowly on top of our              
Rejuvenation foundation, but we need the foundation of Rejuvenation established before thi will             
be a safe and effective thing to do. 

 

The Three Pillars of Health (exercise, diet, and sleep) together work to rejuvenate the body so                
that we can slowly but surely restore the athletic motions to the body. 
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Health Abhors Sudden Change so… Be Intentionally Slow 

● Progress slowly over time. 

● Progress slowly from gentle to violent exercises. 

● Do resistance exercises intentionally slowly. 

● Do swift exercises such as running intentionally slower than you can tolerate. 

● Always warm-up and cool-down for workouts. 
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Always Warm-Up, then Workout, and then Cool Down 

All workouts should always start with a warm-up to get the body ready for real exercise, and end                  
with a cool-down to gently bring the body back to its resting state. Violent shifts from inactivity to                  
activity or from activity to inactivity are the most common ways to get injured. 

 

This principle teaches us that the warm-up and the cool-down are the most important parts of                
any workout. As long as you warm-up and cool-down well, then you’ll be achieving most of what                 
a workout will do for you. All your tissues will be flushed and filled with rejuvenating blood, all                  
your joints will be lubricated. That’s what really matters. The workout proper is simply when we                
push ourselves to make gains, gains in strength and/or endurance, but what really counts for               
rejuvenation is the warm-up and cool-down. 

 

In the Rejuvenation Workout we will not even be using the workout proper. Instead we will                
warm-up and then cool-down. The workout proper should only come into play once we’ve              
established a baseline of rejuvenation in the body. 
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Flush the Tissues, but Never Fatigue the Tissues 

Remember that the point of exercise is to flush the tissues with blood, not to fatigue the tissues. 

 

For any exercise, there’s a point when the target tissues begin to burn. This is the point to stop                   
the exercise because it’s at this point that the tissues have filled with blood and thus the                 
purpose of the exercise is fulfilled. More repetitions will make the tissues significantly burn, then               
fry, and finally cramp - all of which we want to avoid because it exhausts the tissues. The                  
beginning of the burn is what signals the filling of the tissues with blood - so stop there. 
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Ten Repetitions 
We use ten repetitions per set for the Rejuvenation Workout because ten repetitions lends itself               
most easily to achieving a flush of blood into the tissues without strain on the one hand and                  
without exhaustion on the other. 

Basically, there are three categories of repetitions per set. 

1. 5 or less repetitions. If you can do only five or less repetitions of an exercise, then the                  
resistance is very high. It will make you stronger, but it will also almost certainly strain                
you at some point, and it won't give you a sense of filling your tissues with blood. 

2. 15+ repetitions. If you can do fifteen or more repetitions of an exercise, then the               
resistance is very low. It will build endurance, but it will also almost certainly exhaust you                
at some point, and although it will give you a sense of blood filling the tissues, it will also                   
often lead to a cramping and emptying sensation associated with blood leaving the             
tissues. 

3. 10 repetitions (8-12 repetitions). If you use a moderate number of repetitions, aiming             
at ten repetitions but allowing yourself to fluctuate between eight and twelve, then you'll              
have the best of both worlds. You get mild strengthening and endurance, while             
minimizing the risks of both strain and exhaustion. 
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Blood 
How we imagine what we do is the most important thing about what we do. It guides us into                   
action. In exercise, what we imagine to be missing becomes the guiding image or intent of our                 
exercise. If we imagine that we're too weak, then we seek strength. If we imagine that our                 
muscles are too short, then we aim to stretch them longer. Going after strength makes us work                 
hard, always too hard, and we end up straining our tissues. Going after length makes us stretch                 
too intensely, always too intensely, and we end up overstretching our tissues. 

Let’s be clear: Aiming at strength is the effective and efficient way to get strong, but it will always                   
lead to strain. You will get stronger, and you will get strained. Likewise, aiming at endurance is                 
the most effective and efficient way to gain endurance, but it will always lead to exhaustion. And                 
aiming at length is the most efficient way to get longer, but it will always lead to overstretching                  
and injuries. When you pick up a stick, you pick up both ends of the stick. The strength stick                   
brings strength and strain. The endurance stick brings endurance and exhaustion. If you             
absolutely must gain strength or endurance, if you are a professional athlete for example, then it                
makes sense to pursue such things. But the rest of us need not risk such injuries. 

What you're really after with exercise is that you are feeling decrepit and you desire               
rejuvenation. You want to be refilled, replenished, rejuvenated! You’re after the subjective            
experience of feeling good inside your body, not an objective, measurable goal. You don't              
actually want to be more fit, but feel more fit. You don’t want to actually be younger, but to feel                    
younger. 

This is why the word ‘decrepit’, a word all of us hate to hear used about ourselves, is a crucial                    
word to use. It hits home, deep in our imaginations, expressing exactly what is wrong with our                 
bodies. It speaks to our imaginations at a deep level, changing how we go about our exercise.                 
Only someone who feels decrepit will truly seek rejuvenation. And only someone seeking             
rejuvenation will exercise in such a way as to actually rejuvenate his or her tissues. 

The feeling of decreptitude is the sense of feeling cold and dry. Cold is the lack of readiness for                   
activity. Dryness is exhaustion, depletion. We are born warm and moist and slowly head down               
the hill toward being cold and dry. 

What we desire is to refill our bodies with warmth and moisture. This is blood! Blood is the                  
eternal symbol of warmth and moisture, the quite literal ‘life blood’ of the body. When we desire                 
rejuvenation, we desire to replenish our bodies with blood. When we feel old and desire               
rejuvenation it is as if we are vampires seeking to replenish ourselves with blood. If we stick with                  
the sense of decreptitude, of desiring blood, then our exercise will aim to flush our tissues with                 
blood. 
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If we understand that filling our bodies with blood is what we're after, then exercise becomes far                 
more safe and effective. We fill the tissues with blood, but we don't overdo it because we aren't                  
aiming at something that leads us toward excessive work. 

If blood is our guiding image, then we won’t use excessive amounts of resistance because we                
can only do a few repetitions with lots of resistance, and this won’t give us the sense of flushing                   
the tissues with blood. This means that we won’t be likely to strain ourselves. Likewise, we won't                 
do too many repetitions and end up exhausted because if all we are after is the sense of filling                   
our tissues with blood, then we’ll stop when the tissues begin to burn, not continuing all the way                  
until they’re exhausted. This means that we won’t be likely to exhaust ourselves. And when we                
stretch, if we aren't thinking about yanking our muscles longer but instead about pumping old               
blood out of the tissues so that new blood can flow in, then we won’t be likely to overstretch                   
ourselves. 

The key is that our exercise must give us the sensation that our tissues are being filled with                  
blood. We achieve a nice, pumped, flushed sensation in our tissues, and then we stop. There                
will be a feeling of warmth and burning in the tissues, but not to the point of cramping and                   
exhaustion. 

The idea of filling the body with blood is both safe and effective for rejuvenating the body. It                  
should be the guiding image when we exercise. 

The image of filling the body with blood is vitally important for the placebo effect. You will                 
actually feel younger when you exercise in such a way that your tissues fill with blood. You will                  
feel stronger if you strain, but you will feel younger if you flush your tissues with blood.                 
Remember what you’re after: the subjective experience of feeling more youthful. If that’s the              
intent, then blood is the idea. 
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The Rejuvenation Workout 
The Rejuvenation Workout is a basic workout that almost anyone can do safely. The intent is to                 
flush all the tissues of the body with blood. Each exercise builds on itself to more advanced                 
exercises, so that it serves as a starting point for everyone. Those who currently do too much                 
exercise should back off to this Rejuvenation Workout for at least two weeks, and those who do                 
too little exercise should start here also. 

The Rejuvenation Workout consists of a warm-up consisting of walking for 5-10 minutes             
followed by three sets of the following ten exercises, and then finished with a cool-down of                
walking for another 5-10 minutes. 

Walk 5-10 minutes to Warm-Up 

 Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 

1 Neck Rolls x10 Neck Rolls x10 Neck Rolls x10 

2 Plank x20” Plank x20” Plank x20” 

3 Bridges x10 Bridges x10 Bridges x10 

4 Row x10 Row x10 Row x10 

5 Press x10 Press x10 Press x10 

6 Standing Trunk Twists x10 Standing Trunk Twists x10 Standing Trunk Twists x10 

7 Heel Raises x10 Heel Raises x10 Heel Raises x10 

8 Bootstrappers x3-10 Bootstrappers x3-10 Bootstrappers x3-10 

9 Balance x10/10” Balance x10/10” Balance x10/10” 

10 Leg Lifts x10/10 Leg Lifts x10/10 Leg Lifts x10/10 

 

Walk 5-10 minutes to Cool-Down 

Warning: All exercises programs carry a significant degree of risk and it is always important to                
consult a physician prior to starting any exercise program in order to ensure a program is                
appropriate for you.  
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Rejuvenation Walking 
Walking will serve two purposes for us. First, walking is the most important part of a cool down,                  
so it will serve as our cool down for the Rejuvenation Workout. Second, walking provides               
excellent endurance benefits while still being extremely gentle, so walking will be our gentle              
endurance exercise to round out the Rejuvenation Workout. 

Walking for 15 minutes each day is a key part of the Rejuvenation Program. Walking is the most                  
important exercise. Nothing moves the body with more benefit and less risk than walking. We               
are built to walk. It warms all the tissues of the body without over-taxing them. It pumps fluid                  
through the body, helping to maintain an even balance. With its gentle rhythm, it helps to relax                 
tensions in both body and mind, melting away many entrenched tensions. It makes us breathe               
slightly harder than we do at rest, gently warming and strengthening our breathing. It makes us                
sweat without risking significant injury or fatigue, which helps to cleanse the body of waste               
material. 

Few things are as beneficial as walking. But walking can quickly become destructive if it is done                 
in an aggressive manner. The type of walking being recommended is not power walking. It is                
not about huffing and puffing up steep hills. We're talking about walking at one's natural pace,                
the pace at which one’s arms swing naturally at one’s sides. This is the pace that has so many                   
benefits and so few dangers. There's nothing wrong with taking a few hills in your rejuvenating                
walks, but don't set out to accomplish any great tasks. Just take it easy and walk. 

The real benefits of walking, the sweat, breathing, warming, and fluid pumping, really take effect               
at about 15 minutes of walking. So always try to walk for at least 15 minutes. But don't think that                    
more is necessarily better. Many people hurt themselves by walking too fast, but just as many                
hurt themselves by walking too far. For the Rejuvenation Program, stick to 15-45 minutes, erring               
on the side of 15 minutes. 

Walking serves to warm-up and cool-down from exercise, and in this way we’ll do 5-10 minutes                
to warm-up and 5-10 minutes to cool-down, averaging it so that we have at least 15 minutes of                  
walking associated with each workout. 
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Neck Rolls 
The muscles that stabilize the neck are crucial for our strength and performance in daily life.                
Neck Rolls work extremely well to give our necks what they need. Most neck pain can be                 
successfully managed and prevented with this simple exercise. 

Description. Lie face down with your hands near your ears and your forehead on the ground,                
chin tucked enough so that you don’t smash your nose. Smoothly and within the limits of pain                 
and stretch, roll your forehead from side to side. A full range of motion is the ability to roll from                    
one ear to the other. 

 

If it’s uncomfortable to lie face down, then place pillows under your belly or you can kneel, sit, or                   
stand, resting your head on a table or desk. 

Avoid this mistake: Neck rolls strengthen the neck through its most vulnerable range of motion               
in a gentle and reasonable way. The biggest mistake you can make is to roll too fast and too far                    
too soon. Your neck will quickly gain the strength and coordination to master this exercise if you                 
give it time. Start out rolling slowly and only roll as far as you comfortably can. You'll be amazed                   
how quickly the range of motion will increase without any conscious effort on your part. 

Don't Advance Neck Rolls. Neck Rolls are not an exercise to advance beyond a full range of                 
motion. If you're able to roll from one ear to the other in a smooth and controlled manner, then                   
you've reached the pinnacle of this exercise. Simply keep doing it. It will help to keep your neck                  
healthy for the rest of your life. 
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Plank 
The muscles that stabilize the spine are crucial for our strength and performance in all tasks.                
Planks work extremely well to give our spines what they need. But planks are really three                
exercises in one. It is a shoulder stabilizer, a trunk stabilizer, and a knee stabilizer. Keep your                 
sternum facing the ground and you will gain the shoulder stability effect. Keep your pelvis               
pointing to the ground and you will gain the trunk stability effect. Keep your knees straight and                 
you will gain the knee stability effect. One-legged planks make planks even more effective,              
adding in work for the oblique muscles, the low back muscles, and the deep hip rotators. 

Description. Assume the top of a push-up position, your hands directly below your shoulders              
and your feet close together. Do not raise your pelvis into the air. Hold this position for time. If                   
you are able, elevate one foot alternating elevating one foot for 5 seconds at a time to do                  
one-legged planks. 

 

 

Planks can be modified so as to be appropriate for almost everyone. Start with hands elevated                
at shoulder, then waist, then knee, and then ground height. A one-legged plank held for time is                 
one of the only therapeutic exercises one will ever need to do for the low back. We can do them                    
with elevated hands and work our way down to the floor.  
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Bridges 
Bridges form the foundation of all athletic motions including running, jumping, and all throwing              
motions. There are few exercises that are more important for the body. No one should run,                
jump, do squats, or deadlifts unless they can easily do 10 full range bridges in a row. This is a                    
fundamental measure of one’s readiness for more advanced exercise. 

Description. Lie face up with knees bent and your hands up in the air (so that you aren’t                  
tempted to push with your arms). Press your feet into the ground to lift your pelvis and trunk. Full                   
range of motion is to be able to lift your trunk all the way off the floor so that only your feet and                       
the top of your upper back/shoulders are touching the ground. Only lift as far as you can without                  
pain or stretch. 

 

(Left: the bottom of a bridge; right: the top of a full-range bridge) 

 

(Above: a partial-range bridge) 
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Rows 
Rows strengthen the crucial pulling muscles of the upper body and trunk, muscles necessary for               
almost everything we do with our upper bodies. 

Description. Stand, bend over by sticking your buttocks out behind you, keeping your back              
straight. Hold a dowel with your elbows straight and then bend your elbows to bring the dowel to                  
your chest. The dowel must touch your chest to be counted as a repetition. 

 

Avoid this mistake: The main benefit of rows is the strict end position at which the shoulder                 
blades and shoulders reach their fully retracted position. Bringing the dowel all the way to your                
chest during rows ensures that you achieve this important position. Avoid the temptation to not               
quite achieve the full end position, and avoid the temptation to use momentum to pull the dowel                 
up. Both of these errors make the exercise all but worthless. 
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Presses 
Presses strengthen the crucial pushing muscles of the upper body and trunk, muscles             
necessary for almost everything we do with our upper bodies. 

Description. Stand holding a dowel at your chest, and press it straight up overhead to a full                 
lockout: elbows straight and hands directly above your head. Not everyone will have the range               
of motion to achieve the lockout position at the top. Get as close as you can to it without pain. 

 

(The first picture shows the starting position, and the other four pictures show proper end 
positions depending on your flexibility. Note that they all aim straight up! The fifth picture is the 

true end position at which we should always aim.)  
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(Note that this is not a desired end position because the dowel didn’t go straight up!) 

Avoid this mistake: The main benefit of presses is the strict end position at which the shoulder                 
blades and shoulders reach their full overhead position. Bringing the dowel all the way overhead               
ensures that you achieve this important position. Avoid the temptation to not quite achieve the               
full end position (get as close to it as you can with every repetition), and avoid the temptation to                   
use momentum to throw the dowel up. Both of these errors make the exercise all but worthless. 
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Standing Trunk Twists 
Rotation of the trunk is essential to all athletic motions and for many of our daily activities:                 
sweeping the floor for example involves repetitive trunk rotation. 

Description. Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart and your arms straight out to your sides               
parallel to the floor. Keeping your head and pelvis facing straight ahead, turn your arms to the                 
right and then the left, back and forth. This is one repetition. Repeat ten times. By keeping the                  
pelvis and head still, you are turning your trunk, spine, and rib cage. 

 

Do this in front of a mirror whenever possible to ensure that you aren’t cheating by allowing your                  
pelvis to turn. This is an extremely common way to cheat and takes away much of the safety                  
and effectiveness of the exercise. 
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Heel Raises 
The calves are arguably the most important muscle group in the body. They are the primary                
muscles that keep us standing. It is the calves that we use for every step we take. Keeping our                   
calves strong and supple is perhaps the most important thing we can do to keep our bodies                 
strong and supple. They are what put a spring in our step. Heel Raises form the foundation of all                   
athletic motions: running, jumping, and throwing. 

Description. Touch the wall for balance and lift your heels so that you are completely up on the                  
balls of your feet, then smoothly return to the starting position. This is one repetition. 

 

Avoid using momentum and bouncing with this exercise. The benefit comes from controlled, full              
range of motion repetitions. 

If you can easily do 10 heel raises from the floor, then elevate your toes on a step to allow your                     
heels to drop down so that you get a mild stretch at the bottom. This not only strengthens the                   
calves more, but gives the calves the range of motion they desperately need. 
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Bootstrappers 
Bootstrappers improve and maintain the flexibility and coordination of the trunk and legs,             
specifically gaining the important squatting range of motion of the legs. Squats are perhaps the               
most important range of motion for the body, preventing problems throughout the body, and              
helping the legs to be ready for all advanced athletic motions. 

Description. Find a sturdy object on which you can place your palms when bent forward with                
straight knees with at most a minimal stretch in your hamstrings. Keeping your hands in place,                
squat down so that your buttocks is lower than the height of your hands. Then straighten your                 
knees back to the original position. This is one repetition. The entire time during Bootstrappers,               
tuck your chin to your chest as close as you easily and comfortably can without strain or pain.                  
This helps prevent any neck irritation from the motion, and helps groove the proper motion               
through the trunk and legs. As you gain proficiency with bootstrappers, you will gradually lower               
your hands to the ground so that you not only have a full toe touch at one end of the motion, but                      
a full range deep squat at the other. The hamstring range and the squat range progress                
together in this way. 
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Avoid this mistake: Knees that aren't used to bending need to be eased into bending. Please                
don't hurt your knees by bending too deeply too soon. If it's been months (or years, or decades)                  
since you've squatted, then take at least a full two weeks to slowly ease into a full squat. Start                   
with 3 repetitions and slowly build to 10 over the course of weeks or months. 
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Balance 
Balance is one of the most important and yet ignored physical skills. The older you get, the                 
more likely you are to fall and get severely hurt. Balance forms the foundation for almost                
everything we do. 

Description. Fold your arms across your chest and stand on one leg for ten seconds. Repeat                
on the other side. If you can do this easily with eyes opened, then advance to eyes closed. If                   
you can do eyes closed, then advance to turning your head from side to side with your eyes                  
opened. And finally advance to turning your head from side to side with your eyes closed. 

 

Avoid this mistake: Balancing for too long on one leg can easily overwork the ankle and hip                 
muscles. In order to avoid this, stick with ten-second holds per set. 

Avoid this mistake: Balancing on one leg can be risky for falls and ankle sprains. Only                
advance this exercise to the point at which you are mildly challenged. If you keep your arms                 
folded in front of you and aren’t flailing about during it, then you won’t be tempted to advance                  
too far beyond your skill. 
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Leg Lifts 
One of the most overlooked exercises are leg lifts. Few of us exercise our hip flexors enough,                 
and leg lifts are a wonderful and simple way to do so. In general, we all have tight hip flexors not                     
because we don’t stretch them enough, but because we don’t use them enough. They are weak                
and out of shape,. Leg lifts cure this problem. They strengthen and thereby open up the hip                 
flexors, preparing the body for all motions: walking, running, jumping, and throwing. 

Description. Stand facing the wall with your hands touching the wall for balance. Lift one knee                
so that your thigh is parallel to the ground and then lower it back down. Only lift as high as you                     
can without pain, stiffness, or popping in the hip. Repeat for ten repetitions and then repeat on                 
the other side. 

 

Leg lifts can be done with the knee barely being lifted so as to avoid all popping or overload of                    
the hips. Progress leg lifts slowly to the point when you can raise your knee to hip height for ten                    
reps. Don’t rush this process. This exercise is deceptively powerful. It’s more challenging to your               
poor out of shape hip flexors than you might think. Don’t overdo it!  
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What about Stretching? 
Stretching is a very important topic for rejuvenating the body, but space does not allow us to                 
cover it adequately here. The main purposes of stretching are to: 

1. Move the body through its reasonable range of motion, 
2. Relax the tissues of the body, and 
3. Pump stagnant blood out of the tissues so that fresh blood can flow into the tissues. 

Fortunately, the Rejuvenation Workout moves the body through its reasonable range of motion,             
and walking helps relax the tissues and pump blood through the body in a potent way, so the                  
Rejuvenation Workout actually delivers much of what a good stretching program would deliver.             
With that said, I teach a stretching seminar to cover the details of how to stretch the entire body.                   
For now, rest assured that the Rejuvenation Workout is providing you with the essentials of               
what you need. 
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The Rejuvenation Program 
This short book covers the basics of the Rejuvenation Workout, which is essentially the first step                
in a series of steps you can take to rejuvenate your body. The Rejuvenation Workout is where                 
everyone should start on the exercise pillar, but diet and sleep are the other pillars of the Three                  
Pillars of Health. My book What Would Hippocrates Say? covers all three: exercise, diet, and               
sleep. 

The Rejuvenation Workout can and should be advanced. Once it does its job in replenishing               
your tissues and preparing them for more advanced work, the logical next step is to advance the                 
Rejuvenation Workout. My book Tending the Body provides additional ways to take care of your               
body, and I teach seminars on how to advance this workout. 

My books Images of Vitality and Poems for the New Vitality both expand on the importance of                 
how we imagine what we’re doing. As we discussed in the section on Blood in this book, the                  
imagination plays an overlooked and overwhelmingly important role in rejuvenating the body.            
These books will help you go deeper into these ideas. 

My seminars take you through this material and much more. How to Rejuvenate the Body               
covers the Rejuvenation Workout and Stretching to Rejuvenate the Body discusses the            
important and often abused technique of stretching as a tool to rejuvenate the body.  
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About the Author 
Dr. Jacob Caldwell, DPT, author of The New Vitality series, holds           
bachelor’s degrees in biology, psychology, and history, and a doctorate in           
physical therapy. His background in the natural and social sciences helps           
his clients and readers achieve the healing of body, mind, and spirit they             
are seeking in their lives. As a physical therapist, he specializes in complex             
cases in his practice in Orange County, CA, where he teaches seminars for             
both professionals and the general public. 

 

Books to learn more about how to rejuvenate your body! 

Images of Vitality: Reimagining Eating and Exercising 

Poems for the New Vitality: What the Great Poets Can Teach Us 

Tending the Body: The Subtleness of Suppleness 

What Would Hippocrates Say?: Ancient Wisdom for Health, Fitness, and Fat Loss 

Available at www.drjakecaldwell.com/products 

 

Seminars to learn more about how to rejuvenate your body! 

Exercises to Rejuvenate the Body: Easy Exercises for a More Youthful Body 

Stretches to Rejuvenate the Body: A Complete Stretching Routine for a More Youthful Body 

Register Now at www.drjakecaldwell.com/seminars 
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